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The following commands were used to download the
XAMPP package. [root@vagrant ~]# wget
[root@vagrant ~]# chmod +x xampp-win32.
[root@vagrant ~]#./xampp-win32. The default
directory for all apache web-based applications
is C:/xampp/htdocs/ The XAMPP package has been
extracted to this directory. The next step
involves creating web-based applications that
will be accessible from the LAN or within the
virtual machine. To do this: Create a web
server. Create a host name Install a web-based
application. Install the application to the host
name. Create a web-based application Create webbased applications involves two main tools, PHP
and Apache. The first tool is php, which is an
essential tool in creating a web-based
application, and the second tool, is apache,
which is the basic and common tool in creating a
web-based application. PHP is an essential tool
in creating a web-based application, since it
allows you to perform some of the procedures
involved in creating a web-based application,
such as connecting to a database server,
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handling forms, implementing a search engine,
the creation of images and other graphics, etc.
The php toolkit is installed to the php
directory. PHP uses the Apache toolkit to handle
web-based applications. The Apache toolkit is an
essential part of PHP, since without it, you
cannot use any of the PHP functions and
procedures. In linux the php toolkit is located
in the php directory. Create a web server PHP
has an interface called CGI. When you install
the php toolkit, it installs a CGI interface.
The cgi interface gives you some tools, such as,
a HTTP server and a HTTP executor. A HTTP server
is a tool that can send web-based applications
to the visitors of the website. A HTTP executor
is a tool that is used to automatically evaluate
CGI forms, it checks to see that a visitor's
request is based on a form, and then, using the
PHP code that you assigned to a form's action
attribute, it sends the web-based application to
the visitor. The PHP CGI interface
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